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    Gary is a principal of HUNT Engineers, Architects & Land Surveyors, P.C. located at Airport Corporate 
Park in Big Flats, NY. 
    Gary provides corporate photography of his company’s architectural and engineering projects for use in 
the firms’ publications and marketing materials.  Additionally, he has enjoyed providing staff photos of 115 
employees at various corporate events and studio settings. 
    With a genuine passion for live music,  Gary has photographed many concerts along with several local 
musicians. Commissioned by a concert venue in NY for photographing headliner bands, Gary has achieved 
what he calls “stage status!” 
    Also, as an avid motorcyclist, Gary is a staff photographer for the Harley Rendezvous Classic, an annual 
motorcycle rally hosting thousands of bikers. As a result, he has had many of his photographs published from 
this event, in various promotional media and magazines. Gary has completed other magazine and billboard 
assignments for Harley Davidson as well.

Gary Thompson

INTRODUCTION TO LIGHTING

   Gary Thompson,   a longtime member and current 
treasurer of The Grand Canyon Photography Club,  (GCPC) 
will kick off the club’s third quarter of study on light at the 
Gmeiner July 12 at the monthly meeting with his
“Introduction to Lighting” program.
    The 7 p.m. meeting is free and open to the public. 
Thompson has previously presented programs to the club on 
Architechtural and Concert Photography and is a leader of 
the club’s monthly crituques.
      Earlier this year, GCPC has studied “Composition,” then 
turned to basics of “Exposure” and will devote this quarter of 
the year to study “Light.”
       Program topics will include basic lighting effects and 
their applications, as well as some common terminology 
associated with lighting and discussion on many various 
types of  light to be considered in photography. Next month’s 
theme will have members choose one of the types of light to 
illustrate.
   “My plan is to include a short informational video on the 
subject,” Gary explained, “followed by techniques and tips 
to achieve well exposed photographs, showing some of the 
lighting equipment used to get there.”
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“Light makes photography. Embrace light. Admire it. 
Love it. But above all, know light. Know it for all you are 
worth, and you will know the key to photography.” 
         ~George Eastman

I am often attracted to a scene by its lighting: the golden light of sunrise, the 
blue light of twilight, or the shafts of sunlight cutting through the morning 
forest mist. In the image accompanying this article, I was drawn by the low 
angle of light hitting the jar of jelly. It seemed to make the red color glow.
I prefer backlighting to front lighting and love the way side lighting can 
emphasize texture, form, and shadows. I embrace light and try to find good 
light; I admire its many forms (back, front, side, natural, and artificial), and 
I love how it can make an ordinary subject seem extraordinary. But what I 
don’t know about light would fill an ocean.
Fortunately, we are about to begin our third quarter study on light. We will 
begin by talking about the different types of lighting. During this quarter we 
will also discuss flash photography, lighting equipment, light as the subject, 
and perhaps even a little bit about painting with light.
As with our discussions on composition and exposure, I am sure learning 
about light will be of interest and help all of us improve our photography. 
Learn, practice, and, most of all, have fun
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About The Banner Photo

 ©Lee Hoar “Get the Boot”  

   Made by Lee Hoar with 
the Nikon D 7200 at ISO 
250 1/60 sec. at f4.5 set at 
48 mm.

    That’s the technical 
data. Lee says, “It’s the 
beauty and the beast. The 
old worn, rugged boot (one 
of Ron’s) with the tongue 
flopped down with the 
shoe laces and eyelets 
leading one’s eye into it. A
perfect spot, “ Lee says, 
“for the soft yellow Iris 
against an old, hard, 
leather boot!”

   Photo at right, ©Lee 
Hoar, from the Walk-
about; it missed getting 
into the last newsletter.



June 14, 2016 Meeting of the Grand Canyon 

©Bill Giddings “Gas Light”
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Beginning Balance $2053.68

Cash IN (2016 dues) 0.00

Cash OUT (Guest Speakers) 0.00

Ending Balance $2053.68
 
     Respectfully Submitted, 

Gary Thompson, Treasurer

Treasurer’s Report for June  2016

The Grand Canyon Photography Club
www.gcphotoclub.org

Respectifully Submited,
Paul Bozzo, Recording Secretary

     We had our annual meeting at member Ann Kamzelski’s home. When I arrived there were 17 
photographers busy with their cameras and tripods. Ann had seven photo stations set up for everyone to 
play and/or experiment.  Two stations had black drop cloths – one with two vessels to hold flowers and the 
other with a mirror to arrange flowers on. There were two stations with textured glass to shoot through – 
one with colorful pieces of cloth and the other in front of Ann’s wonderful flower garden. Another station 
involved M & Ms under a sheet of glass sprinkled with water droplets. There was a station with cherries 
and strawberries which we tried to capture as they were dropped into a glass vase filled with water.  Ann 
also had an old window set up near her plants and gold fish pond. The water feature attracted a bevy of 
photographers throughout the evening. I was disappointed not to see the frogs!
     Everyone contributed to the feast on Ann’s dining room table. All thanked Ann for again hosting this get 
together and setting up the stations. Jan Keck appeared to be Ann’s busy helper and was rewarded with a 
portrait posted on Ann’s Facebook page.    

  © Paul Bozzo  “Mia Lisa, Photographer”



Ann Kamzelski 
presents tips, techniques, 

and creative ideas for 
getting great photos. 

Ann-ecdotes
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An Evening at Ann’s

 (Continued next page)

All images  © Ann Kamzelski.

       I probably should have written this 
article last month to entice more mem-
bers to participate in our yearly outing at 
my home.  But, since I didn’t, I am do-
ing it now to show you what you missed 
(then maybe you will come next time).  
Every year I set up a variety “stations” 
where people can create different photo-
graphic images.  I won’t go into details on 
how to do all of these.  If you want to find 
out, then you need to come to the outing.   
Many of them are very easy to replicate at 
home and don’t require any special lenses 
or equipment.   The first is a bouquet 
of flowers with a black (or other color) 
background.  These make great shots for 
greeting cards.  To add even more inter-
est, you place a piece of textured plastic 
in front of the arrangement and take a 
“Monet-like” image.
Another fairly easy set-up is flowers (or 
other items) reflecting in a mirror.  These 
images take a portrait of a flower to an-
other level.

   I have an old window that I got from a neighbor when she 
replaced the windows in her barn.  I drag it out to the garden and 
use it to frame clusters of flowers.  I often spray the flowers and 
window with water to make it appear like it is raining outside.  
While this in itself makes a nice photo, if you are someone like me 
who enjoys playing on the computer, then you can become very 
creative and turn them into “paintings”.
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at Ann’s (continued)

All images  © Ann Kamzelski.

(Continued next page)

    We also did a “berry drop” where participants tried to capture a 
strawberry or cherry as it splashed into a vase of water.  It takes quite a 
bit of practice to get the timing right as the berry is dropped.  Shots of 
the berry as it just hits the water and ones of it as it sinks are both inter-
esting.  I then took several of my shots of the berry at different positions 
in the vase and made a composite image.

   A fun thing to do is to make 
abstract images by placing textured 
clear glass in front of various fab-
rics.  The colors are spread around 
the glass in interesting patterns.  I 
have a very large collection of dif-
ferent textured glass and fabric for 
people to play with.  No two images 
will be alike.
For the more adventuresome and 
those of you who have macro lenses, 
I set up three stations that require 
more patience and, in two cases, a 
lot of hand and eye coordination.  
A perennial favorite is water drops 
on glass.  I usually have a flower 
under the glass which is reflected in 
the drops.  This year I used M&Ms 
instead.  These made a colorful 
striking image.
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at Ann’s (continued)

All images  © Ann Kamzelski.

   Finally, I like to come up with at least one new station that the 
people who have been coming for years haven’t seen before.  This 
year it was to photograph a drop of milk making a “crown” as it hit a 
surface.  This was the most challenging of all the set-ups for this year.  
It worked best if you had a macro lens and patience.  Fortunately we 
have digital cameras, because the success rate for this technique is 
pretty low.  Sometimes I would take a dozen or more shots before I got 
one that I liked or even showed a crown.  I practiced this a lot for the 
outing so I could show others how to do it, so I am a lot better with 
my timing now.  Every image is different and the variety of different 
crowns is amazing.  I also added food coloring to some of the milk to 
get some interesting effects.  Then you can change the colors on the 
computer for even more dazzle.

    Well I hope this article whet the appetite of some of you who didn’t 
make it last night.  Just look as all the different kinds of photos you 
can get in a single night.  So I hope to see you all next year.    You 
never know what I will come up with.  And if you aren’t interested in 
this kind of photography, there is always the large pond, flowers, and 
lots of frogs in the Koi pond.  Oh, one last thing, besides for being 
an evening of photographic fun, we have food and drink and lots of 
interaction with other people who love photography.
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©Gerald Bailey  “Auction”

  Dave’s response: I met Linda on 4/1/2000, at a Joshua Bell concert, at Bailey Hall on Cornell 
campus. ‘Sold her the ticket as I had a spare! She had a great smile. It’s first for me, but Linda 
has been married before. We married on 4/3/2016 by taking a judge friend out to dinner, with 
the license in hand. With Emmett in the house and his mother working and in school, our plan of 
getting away to “elope” was proving impossible. The same way we could both come to the outing at 
Ann’s. No trip to some exotic location, even for just a few days.
The factual situation of our life has become official.

Linda’s response: Thank you, yes, we’ve just gotten married, April 3, 2016, very quietly.  There 
was just the Judge (a friend and former law partner of David’s), his wife, and my daughter and her 
son who live with us.  We’ve been together since April of 2000,  sixteen years.  

IN THE NEWS: CONGRATULATIONS MR & MRS DAVID RALPH

   Club members David Ralph and Linda Sichel, we learned, were married April 3. We asked 
about the event and they responded.

©Bill Giddings  “Barn Shadows”

NOTE: SINCE IMAGES FROM THE OUTING AT ANN’S 
ARE THE FOCUS OF THIS MONTH’S CRITIQUE, WE ARE 
POSTING “FAVORITES” IN THE NEWSLETTER.
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©Kenneth Meyer  “Bombs Bursting in Air”

©Karin Meyer  “Bike Path”

©Lonny Frost   “YMCA Reflection” ©Dwaine Gipe   “Got ‘Cha”
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Mystery Macro
How observant are you?

     ©Jan Keck

What is this?  Send your 
guess to bdphoto@ptd.

net No Correct       
    guesses:

GCPC  2016 Calendar of Events
Meetings are at 7 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of every month 

at the Gmeiner Art & Cultural Center unless otherwise noted.

Please contact Bruce Dart at bdphoto@ptd.net if you are interested in displaying your photos at 
the Native Bagel or if you have images suitable for display at the Warehouse Gallery.

 Mini-solo Shows at the Native Bagel, 
Central Avenue,       Wellsboro:   July, 
Ann Kamzelski & Jan Keck.     August .......
open; September, Bruce Dart. Oct.,  Nov., 
Dec....open

The Warehouse Theatre: Various Members

Deane Center:  Club Show July  - 
August
FIRST QUARTER: COMPOSITION

SECOND QUARTER: EXPOSURE

Photos from May and June as July Theme

THIRD QUARTER: LIGHT

July 12  - Gary Thompson, Introduction to Lighting, Types 
of Light. Theme:  Adventures in Exposure & Composition
Images from May, Wellsoboro or Outing at Ann’s
August 9 - Bruce Dart, Flash Photography; Theme,  Types 
of light (choose one): Backlighting, Side, Front.
September 13- Light Painting; Theme, Light As the Subject
.
FOURTH QUARTER: SHUTTER SPEED

October 11- Shutter speed- What is it and what does it do?
November 8 - Ken Meyer: Winter Photography ; Critique 
Theme, The Year in Review (make the best photo you can). 
December 13 -Holiday party; Member slideshow.
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July 12   Meeting At a Glance

Gary Thompson: Introduction to Lighting
 Critique: Adventures in Exposure and 

Composition; Gary Thompson 
Snacks: Diane Cobourn

  Beverages: Gene LaFavor

The Grand Canyon Photography Club
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©Nancy Bickham  “Flowers for the Fallen”

©Sharon Connolly “I Want One”

©Russ Dodson  “Flower Vase”
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©Gary Thompson  “Concert Musician”

©Jeanie Leber  “An Apple a Day”

©Paul Bozzo “Factory”

©Mia Lisa Anderson “Keely”
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©Jan Keck “B&W Bridge”

©Diane Cobourn  “Veggies”

©Bob Bair  “Rivendale Gazebo”

©Gabrielle Knot  “Stars & Mushrooms”
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©Jack Preston  “Tomb of the Unknown Soldier”

©Judith Giddings “Paint Run Whirlpool ”

©Suzan Richar  “Keely”
©Sandy Foor  “King of the World”


